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there is no doubt about the safety of that method. 
If you are using a fertiliser which in this weather 
tends to be damp and sticky it is an advantage to 
broadcast, but if you are going to put the fertiliser 
along the rows the best methods is to spread the 
fertiliser first, cover it at least with an inch or two 
of soil, and then plant your cane setts above it. 
Another method is to wait until your cane shoots 
are up and then run a furrow along the side and put 
the fertiliser in that way. But of all the methods so 
far as we can see, applying the fertiliser in the same 
row as the cane setts but separated by an inch or 
two of soil, is quite a good' method. Certainly it 
is reliable as regards cane. 

There is another point that crops up, and that is, 
"When should you apply the fertiliser." If no 
bad results are to be experienced by applying the 
fertiliser when you are planting there is no doubt 
that with most of our fertilisers the crop has an 
advantage in being planted with the fertiliser. There 
is a possible exception in the case of nitrate of 
soda where top dressings during wet weather are 
probably best. With that exception I think it is 
important that plants should get a good start with 
fertiliser close at hand. With regard to the plots we 
have just come from you will have noticed that in 

the plots where Mr. Storey has had' healthy and' 
diseased cane planted that cane is behind all the 
other fertilised plots, the reason being that complete' 
fertiliser was given to these about two months' 
later than the others. I think the result is certainly 
noticeable. 

While that cane is altogether better than the con
trol plots with no fertiliser, it certainly is not so 
good as that where fertiliser was applied at the 
time of planting. In this case the fertiliser was 
put in and mixed with the soil and the setts placed 
in after the mixing, so that there was no intimate
contact with the setts. 

Mr. Kramer asked if Mr. Williams would explain 
what effect muriate of potash and sulphate of potash 
had on cane. 

Mr. Williams replied that so far as the effect of 
both these were concerned, he d'id not think there 
had been any decisive experiments' carried out in 
this country. Knowing that cane was one of a. 
species which were lovers of salts in the soil, on 
that ground he thought muriate of potash probably 
would be the better form to use, but no definite ex
periments had been car-ried out in the country that 
he was aware of. 

The following paper by Mr. C. J. Rapson, Chaka's 
Kraal, on "Streak Disease Control" was then read. 

CONTROL OF STREAK DISEASE IN UBA CANE~
 

(Paper by C. J. RAPSON, Chaka's Kraal) . 

I honestly believe that we are at the junction of 
two ways; one leading to a continuation of a certain 
amount of prosperity in our industry, the other to 
the stagnation and ulImate ruin of am industry. 

By ultimate ruin, I do not mean a sud'den collapse 
of our industry; very favourable growing condi
tions may lull us into a false sense of prosperity, but 
if immediate and general steps are not taken to 
stamp out the disease, the time will most certainly 
arrive when, with unfavourable growing conditions, 
plus the effect of the ravages of the disease, a more 
acute state of depression than the period we have 
just passed through will eventuate and this will 
surely lead to the industry's ruin. 

Let us assume, from a grower's point of view, 
a constant reduction of 10 per cent for his product 
or in other words, knowing your present income 
calculate on receiving 10 per cent less annually, and' 
tell me if you would be content f Certainly, so far, 
no reliable figures are available as to the loss likely 
to be suffered by any planter with Streak disease 
in his cane, but as a planter I state definitely that 
cane with Streak disease suffered very heavily in 
comparison with healthy. cane during the droughty 
period of the last two years. 

.A s a disease. Streak can be a most puzzling study; 
I have heard planters state that in a field they have 
camp across Streak diseased stools flourishing as 
well as healthy cane stools near by; this is so. and I 
can well believe that where there is an abundance 
of plant foods that such cases will occur; the ques
tion arises though, "how many of our cane fields 
have an abundance of plant food?" Speaking 
generally the fields are lacking in plant food and 
therefore, speaking generally the state of healthy 
and infected -eane showing no appreciable difference 
does not exist. 

Again, the difference between plant cane infected 
and plant cane healthy under favourable growing 
conditions does not show a marked difference and 
it will be stated again as it has been stated in the 
past, that there is. no advantage to be gained by 
selections of clean canes. Plant cane crop 1hough 
if only one of say three or four croppings 
and diseased' ratoons do show a marked differ
ence to healthy ratoon. Let us as an industry 
take heed and work with a fixed object of 
eliminating the disease whilst it is a feasible 
proposition; a little neglect now, and it may be an 
impossibility in the near future. How often have 
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we, in South Africa, seen an industry brought to 
the verge of ruin through the ravages of some dis
ease or insect, which although of minor importance 
in its early stages, becomes ultimately powerful and 
destructive through lack of early control? We 
claim to have in the sugar industry a farmer of in
tellect, let us show that intellect to-day and combine 
in our efforts to stamp out this disease. No planter 
must be content with only a one, two or five per cent 
infection; clean cane and only clean cane must be 
every planters' objective. You may fail for a few 
years, but success will ultimately crown your efforts. 

What are we to gain, if we eliminate Mosaic dis
ease from the cane belt and have another disease, 
similar, perhaps not so detrimental, but neverthe
less bad enough, still with us, and one that other 
canes are liable to contract. To-day our eggs are 

. all in one basket, insomuch that we depend entirely 
upon one cane to make or break us. Are we going to 
allow that ,basket to be upset? I have spoken in 
this strain as I wish the planters to realise what de
lay in action to-day will ultimately mean to them 
as individuals. 

I hope, the paper I am giving will not leave one 
with the .irripression that I am an egoist but, as I 
am to give my personal experience the use of the 
personal pronoun becomes imperitive in many cases. 

My farm was one, that, when the disease was first 
made known to us in 1923 had an average infection 
of 10 per cent over all fields; the younger fields be
more infected, than old' fields. 

In 1924 it was my intention to plant 90 acres, and 
when, in October 1923 Mr. Storey broadcasted the 
information of Streak disease I had planted a matter 
of 50 acres. On examination of this 50 acres I was 
astounded to find that it was very heavily infected 
and decided therefore to clean up the 50 acres;' 
rather than continue planting the balance of land 
(then prepared) w.ith cane of questionable cleanli
ness. This proved' a bigger proposition than I at 
first anticipated, and after having rogued this over 
thoroughly two or three times I was ultimately re
duced to try clearing, absolutely, a matter of eight 
acres, part of the 50 acres planted. 

Rogueing was consistently carried on until April 
1924. and on that date no canes whatever were 
showing Streak disease. In December 1924 'the 
field was again rogued and six stools in the block 
of eight acres showed Streak disease. From this 
field' canes have been planted this year in three or 
four districts and up to to-day have not reproduced 
Streak disease. Some of you may remember that 
during last year's sugar week I asked Mr. Storey, 
"Could he explain why it was that the disease at 
a certain stage always travelled from one end of the 
sett to the other." This particular feature of the 
disease interested me greatly, and as far as possible 

, I have endeavoured' to follow the clue. 
During 1924 I planted 80 odd acres of cane and by 

adopting the methods of selection that I will give 
you shortly I have so reduced the quantity of dis
ease that it is now only the work of one man con
stantly to watch for a chance sett here and there over 
the whole area. 

I will give three stages of Streak disease which 
I propose to illustrate by actual plants suffering 
from the disease. . 

Illustration (1) is a complete sett- of Streak dis
ease wherein the whole sett is infected. Anv canes
planted from such a stool will immediately repro
duce Streak diseased cane. 

Illustration' (2) is. what appears to be partly in
fected and partly diseased ; you will notice it is a 
butt section and the disease is travelling from the 
lower portion of the butt and will, in time, infect 
the whole sett. This is what I will term latent 
disease. When planted, such a sett will throw up' 
healthy looking leaves which will remain clean for' 
any period of from six weeks to six months of grow
ing. 'I'his stage, in my opinion, is the greatest 
source of spreading the disease, as with moderate or 
even careful selection and by planting whole sticks 
of cane, this will almost invariably be reproduced. 
This stage can be distinguished' from the first or 
third stages by the fact that clean and infected 
sticks are growing on the one sett and principally by 
the growth of young shoots coming up wholly in
fected. . 

Stage (3) is the new infection caused bv outside 
agents, and this will generally be found to b~ isolated 
sticks in an otherwise healthv stool with healthv 
bull shoots. . ' • 

The control of >::t~"''lak disease is as much depen
dent unon good husbandry as upon clean selection. 
It is of-little use spending much time, labour, and' 
consequently capital, upon selecting clean cane for
plants if these are to be deposited in the soil con
tiguous to old ratoon roots reproducing Streak dis
ease. Your lands must be thoroughly prepared and 
if possible allowed to lie fallow for 12 months be
fore being replonghed and planted; or in preference' 
to allowing fields to lie fallow I advocate planting a 
rota.t~on crop .01' leg.~~e. Green manures are cheap 
fert.iliser and m addition tend considerably to stamp' 
out any' old' roots from diseased stools of previous 
crop. 

Clean plant cane of all weeds when young; this' 
not only greatly assists your setts to establish 
quickly but enables you the more quickly to detect 
Streak disease. It is extremely difficult to detect 
Streak disease in an anaemic looking leaf, and cane' 
that is smothered in weeds soon becomes anaemic. 

METHOD OF SELECTION. 
The safest way to select plant cane is to gather' 

all clean tops or by planting out 12 months old cane
free from infection. It might well be argued that 
to select tops only for planting, would. be an ini

,...
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practicable proposition, and' I would therefore advo
cate for the average planter that he select tops to
plant say. five to 10 acres, In 12 months he would
have a useful stand from which to plant the r-nsuing
year, whicl- should supply sufficient first class cane
for 30 to 60 acres of plant.

When planting 'whole sticks of C;111e, place the
stick in t.I.e drill before cutting' into pieces; this i"
advisable as it localizes any infected sticks' inadvcrt
«ntly planted. Should, any leaf of it stick planted
show signs of Streak disease shortly after' being
planted the whole original stick must be removed
~md this can easily be done if the canes are cut in
the drills. ']'00 muel, care cannot be spent at this
stage; as portions of cane are liable .to remain dorm
ant in-the ground for many weeks and even months,

If the above method of selecting' plants is followed
it will he found that little or no cane will reproduce '
Streak disease, but as a safeguard against lilank
patches in fields I have found it useful to plant beds
consisting of clean tops round about the fields.
These are tl.eu transplanted to fill up any blanks
~"alJsed by removal of 8treak infected sets.
Need for Patience; ,

Do .11':t be downlreartcd if, after many rogueings,
.and when your canes are say three to four f'cet high,
vcu find, as it were, .iheavy new infection has taken
place; this is probably the last of your latent dis
c-ased sets come to light. 'rake them out, if not out
of your whole seasons plantings then out of suffl
cient to enable you to have clean plant .for next
year. You have possibly done everything but score.
Do it thoroughly once again now and even at the
risk of having blanks in your fields, and you will
be well repaid.

I know how disheartenin g it is to take out a fine
healthy stool of cane, but by taking one out now
you are probably saving' many others in its im
mediate locality from infection.

Assuming that my theory of latent disease is ad
mitted, thc question naturally arises as to how do.
the sticks become infected at all. The answer, so
far, must be purely theoretical. Assume for a
.moment ~hat a clean sett of cane has b ecn planted ill
'say October of this' year, and' after the cane has
.grown to say three or four feet It becomes infected
by the insect carrier. In all probability only one
stick in a cluster will be so infected. During the
·growing period the infection will remain in the one
'stick only, but during the winter months or the
'non-growing period theinfection will not only travel
.down the infected stick but en tel' the butts of all
·canes of that particular group. But as these latter
are not making new leaves they do not show that
they are actually infected. Should any of these
latter sticks be planted in the spring of the ensuing
year' they will, undoubtedly, reproduce Streak dis
<case in the COUrse of time and they are what I
term" latent" setts, There are many factors deter-

mmmg the stage at which the disease wi'll become
apparent; good or bad growing conditions, amount
of infection in the butt of stick, length into which
plant setts have been cut when planting, and the
bud which has germinated.
An Actus.I Experience:

Now to illustrate this point I will give you actual
figures of a 5 acre block planted with selected' cane
from a 5 per cenf?inlectioll field.

In this instance selected canes 'were picked by
myself and every leaf examined fer signs of streak
disease, and no stick bearing leaves everi doubtful
were planted. On Y2 an acre of the 5 acres tops
only were used, the balance or the sticks being
planted in the 4% acres. .

The first three rogueings, which were at inter
vals of from three weeks to one month, avera ged 15
setts of disease per rogueing and only on the 4%
acres were these found, no disease being discovered'
on .the 1J2 acre of tops. .

This field was planted on 15th October, 1924, and
the final rogueing took place during the. last -week
in February, and 33 setts were taken out. These
again were only found on the 4% acres of whole
canes planted, and everyone without exception were
butt setts.

Let 1110 here explain what I mean by. rogueing.
lVIy first, second, and third rogueing consists of
removing the whole original cane planted, whether
it has been cut into two or more pieces and whether
Streak disease is apparent in more than one germinc
ated eye or only in one germinated' eye; to ensure
this the stick is reconstructed when dug out. lVIy
fourth and final rogueing consists in removing only
the canes actually showin g streak disease,and in
this latter case consists only of butt ends of original
plants. This last rogueing should be done just prior
to winter.

To summarize :
The spread of the disease is by an insect carrier.
One stick infected by the insect carrier is multi-

plied by the number of sticks on that particular
stool. .

Sources of spread of disease: infected fields con
tiguous to clean p.ant fields; old ratoons containing
disease from previous crop on fields newly planted
with clean cane; meaIies bearing Streak disease.

Spread of disease will be in proportion to amount
. of disease present, due regard being paid to season,
whether wet or dry.

At the conclusion of his paper Mr. Rapson ex
hibited some young cane and demonstrated how the
disease extended' from one section of the sett to
others.

The Chairman then thanked Mr. Rapson for his
interesting paper.

Mr. H. H. Storey, Government mycologist then
read' the following paper entitled" The Year's Pro
gress in Cane Disease Investigations." .


